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Abstract— Nowadays various essential things or object 

compulsory for the human life such as electricity, water, 

energy, foods etc. electricity is one of them without this we 

can’t imagine human life so smoothly, there are various 

sources are available to generate or produce the electricity 

such as non-renewable energy sources and renewable energy 

sources. The permanent increase in the energy demand is 

considered as one of the most critical issue nowadays. 

Besides, as conventional power sources are limited and have 

adverse effects on the planet, has necessitated an imperative 

search for renewable energy which causes no pollution of 

the earth. Majority of the residential PV systems work in the 

grid connected mode, in which excess power is injected to 

the grid during the day time and power is received from the 

grid at night. However, in remote areas where the grid 

extension is not feasible, HRESs are used in the standalone 

mode for individual houses or in micro grids (MGs) where 

several houses are connected to form a small power grid The 

Dynamic performance of the proposed hybrid system is 

tested under different environmental conditions such as 

changes of solar irradiance and wind speed. 

Keywords: Renewable Energy, Photovoltaic, Hybrid, 

Simulation, Modeling 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy demand is growing day by day due to the increase in 

population, urbanisation and rapid industrialization. Most of 

the peoples rely on the conventional energy based electricity 

production for meeting their daily needs. These 

conventional energy sources emit greenhouse gases, when 

the fuels are being burnt. Since the oil crisis in late 1970s, 

renewable energy has been considered as an alternative way 

of generating electrical power for meeting their needs. 

Various industrial sectors and even general public and 

government organisations are also turning their attention 

towards renewable energy based energy production for 

meeting their energy demands. The Government of India is 

also trying to maintain the energy balance between the 

energy demand and the source availability [13]. The 

permanent increase in the energy demand is considered as 

one of the most critical issue nowadays. Besides, as 

conventional power sources are limited and have adverse 

effects on the planet, has necessitated an imperative search 

for renewable energy which causes no pollution of the earth. 

Between these sustainable energy sources, wind and 

photovoltaic can be considered as the most promising 

technologies to produce electricity [3]. Power demand has 

increased in recent years in developing countries due to 

industrialization, urbanization and increasing population. 

The demand for producing cleaner and greener energy to 

meet this increasing need for energy can only support the 

sustainable development. Harvesting solar energy is the best 

solution to this increasing energy demand. The energy 

generated by sun has more energy than our energy needs, 

and no one can monopolize the sun’s energy. Also, the 

usage of solar power is the safer, cleaner and easier path to 

contribute to a sustainable future. Technological 

advancements and reduction in generation costs have made 

solar power generation popular. Many utility companies and 

domestic consumers have opted for solar power generation 

[4].Demand for the energy increases rapidly and in 

acceleration because of the development in population and 

technology. While the energy resources have limited 

capacity, it is necessary to use the generated energy in most 

efficient way. However, as the renewable energy generation 

is on the way of taking place of conventional generating 

systems, it becomes vital to analyze these systems in detail. 

The photovoltaic and wind turbines are the most appropriate 

and efficient systems for electrical energy generation among 

all other renewable energy sources [14]. The world 

population is growing at a phenomenal rate. The rapid 

population growth leads to the huge increment in world 

energy consumption, which gives rise to environmental 

issues such as pollutions, greenhouse emissions, and climate 

change. Therefore, it is important for us to seek for 

mitigation and alternatives to the traditional energy source 

to prevent these chronic problems from worsening. Among 

different types of renewable energies, wind and solar energy 

are both great alternatives for fossil fuel as they are both 

clean, unlimited, environmental friendly and sustainable 

[18]. The development of sustainable energy systems and 

renewable and alternative fuels are needed for future 

increased energy demand for buildings, transportation, and 

industrial sectors. The energy consumption for both 

residential and commercial buildings has increased steadily 

for the last years and has reached an average of 40%e50% of 

the total energy consumptions. In some countries the energy 

consumption for buildings has exceeded the energy 

consumptions for other sectors such as transportation and 

industrial applications. This upward trend in energy demand 

in building will continue in the future due to the population 

and economic growth, the increase in the demand of the 

building services and comfort level and new building 

construction boom. Residential and Commercial buildings 

will play an important role for the development and 

integration of energy efficiency and renewable energy 

systems. The development of sustainable energy: renewable 

energy, energy efficiency, and cleaner fossil-fuel technology 

is very important for achieving the Sustainable Development 

goals (poverty, health, education, clean energy, water, 

climate change, economic growth, sustainable cities …). 

The 2030 sustainable energy targets are to increase the 

integration of renewable resources such as solar, biomass, 

wind, ocean and hydro in the energy mix, improve the 

energy efficiency and access advanced and cleaner fossil-

fuel technology for buildings, transportation, and industrial 

sectors [11]. 
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Fig 1: Types of energy sources. 

Renewable energy is having very much potential to 

achieve energy demand. But there are also some difficulties 

occur to use these energy sources, many research is going on 

to improve the efficiency of renewable energy source. 

Because main aim is to conserve the natural resources, make 

system to avoid global warming & carbon emission. 

Generating energy from renewable source instead of coal or 

fossil fuel will be cost effective to the country. If we use this 

renewable source to generate energy it is predicted that it 

will reduce CO2 emission. As mentioned above there are 

many renewable energy sources but wind & solar energy is 

most prominent. Because if we talk about renewable energy 

source the first thought is about wind- solar, it is well known 

source of energy and widely distributed everywhere. Single 

source of energy such as wind & PV is not totally reliable 

due to climate change or sunshine in night hours or rainy 

season and wind speed variation [20]. Besides, as 

conventional power sources are limited and have adverse 

effects on the planet, has necessitated an imperative search 

for renewable energy which causes no pollution of the earth. 

Between these sustainable energy sources, wind and 

photovoltaic can be considered as the most promising 

technologies to produce electricity. Wind power can be 

utilized using large generators to generate great power 

capacity. Also, solar irradiation can be utilized as 

Photovoltaic power. Both photovoltaic and wind have their 

own demerits as they are intermittent in nature and 

immensely depend on the climate conditions, besides 

photovoltaic energy can be utilized only during daylight [3]. 

The energy generated by sun has more energy than our 

energy needs, and no one can monopolize the sun’s energy. 

Also, the usage of solar power is the safer, cleaner and 

easier path to contribute to a sustainable future. 

Technological advancements and reduction in generation 

costs have made solar power generation popular. Many 

utility companies and domestic consumers have opted for 

solar power generation [4]. However, with increased 

penetration of wind power in the power grid, the inherent 

fluctuation and intermittency of wind energy have a 

negative impact on the safe operation of the power grid. 

Therefore, improving the renewable energy generation 

quality, especially for the wind energy, is very important for 

developing large-scale renewable energy. Solar energy 

resource is an abundant renewable energy resource and has 

generally a negative correlation with wind resource. To 

improve the stability of wind power and reduce wind 

curtailment, combining solar power with wind power is a 

reasonable option. 

 
Fig 2: Types of Renewable energy sources. 

For both solar and wind, they are not continuously 

producing the same amount of power. The solar system is 

not usable during the night time whereas the wind turbines 

get affected during the rain or extreme heat weather. But 

another conventional source is needed to keep the system 

running. As it is grid connected hybrid system, a diesel 

generator is connected as standard source. We have to create 

economic and environment friendly power and as well as 

continuous power. If there is any problem in PV or wind, 

then loads will immediately be connected to the grid [12]. 

Wind power can be utilized using large generators to 

generate great power capacity. Also, solar irradiation can be 

utilized as Photovoltaic power. Both photovoltaic and wind 

have their own demerits as they are intermittent in nature 

and immensely depend on the climate conditions, besides 

photovoltaic energy can be utilized only during daylight. 

Therefore, integration of these renewable energy resources 

as hybrid system can be used for overcoming intermittency 

and provide high reliability to maintain continuous output 

power to electrical grid or rural areas [3]. Depletion of fossil 

fuel sources and environmental concerns are the main 

reasons of worldwide attention towards using renewable 

energy sources (RESs). RESs such as solar, wind, biomass, 

geothermal, tidal, hydropower and etc can be developed as 

viable options for generating energy in the coming years. In 

developing countries, the utilization of RESs provides an 

opportunity to increase the number of people who have 

simple access to energy. Because of their abundant 

availability and eco-friendly nature, solar and wind energy 

systems are the major RESs that are being increasingly used.  

Solar and wind are intermittent RESs that have 

considerably boosted the level of uncertainty in the power 

system. On the other hand, the performance of photovoltaic 

(PV) systems and wind turbines is significantly affected by 

the environment conditions. As a result, the designers 

attempt to optimize the performance of these systems to 

have reliable and cost-effective generation systems [7]. 

Solar energy resource is an abundant renewable energy 

resource and has generally a negative correlation with wind 

resource. To improve the stability of wind power and reduce 

wind curtailment, recently, both the photovoltaic (PV) 

power generation and concentrated solar power (CSP) 

system are two major solar power generation techniques. 

Combining the PV and wind power with batteries can not 

only stabilize the output power but also improve the overall 

hybrid system economic performance. The techno-economic 

performance analysis of a PV-wind-diesel-battery hybrid 

energy system for providing the power supply to a smart-
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grid community was carried out [9]. Normally wind & solar 

energy are separately used to generate power but both are 

having some losses. 

Renewable sources of energy like solar and wind 

have many challenges since they are intermittent and 

unpredictable because they mainly depend on climate and 

weather conditions. As a result, using only wind system or 

solar panels is capable of meeting the demand of the load 

only for the periods of time in which there is availability of 

high wind speed or massive solar irradiation. Thus, an 

energy storage system or a backup energy source is usually 

used when using renewable energy sources. When the 

source of renewable energy (solar radiation/cut-in speed) is 

not available, storage or backup energy source supplies the 

load demand. Moreover, diesel generators power is 

independent of climate and predictable. By presenting the 

shortcomings of both conventional and renewable energy 

sources, various types of energy sources are utilized in order 

to supplement each other in perfect way. Accordingly, 

multi-source hybrid renewable energy system with properly 

designed, sized, and control have better possibility to 

achieve better reliability and higher quality as compared to 

single source of energy system [10]. 

Hybrid system is defined as the combination of two 

or more renewable/non-renewable energy sources. The basic 

components of the hybrid system include energy sources 

(AC/DC), AC/DC power electronic converters and loads as 

shown in Fig.3. There are different types of DC–DC 

converters, but most commonly use dares buck, boost and 

buck–boost converters. The possible configurations of the 

hybrid system are namely DC coupled, AC coupled and 

Hybrid coupled system. Based on the application, particular 

configuration will be selected. For instance, DC coupled 

systems consists of DC sources and DC loads in which the 

main advantage is no need to synchronize the system that 

can be used for DC micro-grid.  

 
Fig 3:  Basic components of hybrid system 

The AC coupled systems are further categorized 

into two types namely power frequency AC coupled system 

and high frequency Ac coupled system which can be used 

for A C micro-grid and defence applications respectively. In 

power frequency AC coupled system both the sources and 

loads are AC which results in ease of protecting the system 

where as the high frequency AC coupled system consists of 

AC sources operating at different frequencies and high 

frequency loads which leads to high efficiency of the 

system. Hybrid coupled systems comprise sources and loads 

that can be AC as well as DC which provides highest 

efficiency and it is more flexible compared to the earlier 

configurations [21]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows in the 

first section we describe an introduction of different types of 

energy. In section II we discuss about the literature review 

about the Simulation and analysis of hybrid energy system 

consisting of wind and solar PV system. In section III we 

discuss about proposed and experimental work for 

Development of a Modelling and Simulation Method for 

Residential Electricity Consumption, and finally in section 

IV we conclude the about our paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In  this chapter we presents the rich literature survey for the 

various renewable energy sources such as wind energy, solar 

energy and hybrid combination of these energy, here we 

discuss the various author contribution and the use of smart 

grid and the role of smart grid for the generation and 

distribution of energy. 

[1] In this paper, author described the Simulation 

and analysis of hybrid energy system consisting of wind and 

solar PV system. The wind and solar PV system are 

connected to the common load through DCIDC Boost 

converter. Generally, in low radiation PV array system 

inverter gives the lower voltage than the rated voltage which 

affects the power quality. It is overcome by using Battery 

Energy Storage System. In the stand-alone mode the 

converter needs to maintain constant voltage and frequency 

regardless of load imbalance or the quality of the current, 

which can be highly distorted, if the load is nonlinear. The 

modelling and simulation of hybrid system along with the PI 

controllers are done using MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

[2] In this paper, author manages the nitty gritty of 

a cross breed model of a sun powered/twist in SIMULINK, 

which is utilizing battery as its stockpiling framework. The 

re-enactment incorporates every single reasonable segment 

of the framework, in this framework control conveyed by 

the consolidate framework segment is contrasted and each 

other and different conclusions are drawn. A near 

investigation of cross breed display sunlight based/wind 

framework has been made in this paper. It also depicts of 

sun oriented breeze half and half framework for providing 

power to control matrix. 

[3] In this paper, author has investigated a dynamic 

modelling, simulation and control of Photovoltaic (PV)-

wind hybrid system connected to electrical grid and feeds 

large plant with critical variable loads. The technique of 

extracting maximum power point is applied for the hybrid 

power system to capture maximum power under varying 

climatic conditions. Moreover, Control strategy for power 

flow is proposed to supply critical load demand of plant. 

Modelling and simulation of the proposed hybrid system is 

performed using MATLAB-SIMULINK software. The 

Dynamic performance of the proposed hybrid system is 

analyzed under different environmental conditions. The 
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simulation results have proven the effectiveness of the 

proposed maximum power point tracking (MPPT) strategies 

in response to rapid variations of weather conditions during 

the day. Moreover, the results show that when the injected 

power from hybrid system is larger than critical load power, 

the excess power will be injected to electrical grid. 

[5] In this paper, author has highlighted on the 

urgent need for clean, efficient, and resilient energy sources 

through the development of advanced optimization methods. 

The hybrid solar-wind systems are meant to maximize 

power generation. Complexity arises when determining the 

optimum design, size, functionality, materials, distribution, 

and mechanism of each system as they are combined to 

ensure system reliability and optimal outcomes. The 

development of the new optimization methods (such as 

genetic algorithms, heuristic approaches, and particle swarm 

techniques) was generated to overcome the encountered 

barriers in traditional or classical approaches; such as in 

iterative techniques and linear programming methods.  

[8] In this paper, author has presented a power flow 

control of photovoltaic-wind-battery Hybrid Renewable 

Energy System (HRES) for stand-alone application to 

balance the power generation and load power. A control 

strategy is implemented with fuzzy logic controller for 

smoothing of the power fluctuation and at the same time to 

maintain the battery state of charge (SOC) with in allowable 

limits. The various components are modelled and simulated 

in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Simulation study is done at 

changing nature of power generation and load demand with 

an initial battery SOC. The results obtained in this paper 

show that in spite of sudden load changes and changes in the 

power generation, the power balance between the supply 

and demand effectively maintained by the proposed fuzzy 

logic based controller (FLC). The power fluctuation is 

suppressed and supplies a good quality power while 

maintaining SOC within limits. 

[9] In this paper, author has proposed a wind-

turbine coupled with a solar thermal power system to form a 

wind solar hybrid system in order to reduce wind 

curtailment. In this system, part or all of the curtailed wind 

power is turned into heat through an electric heater and 

stored in the thermal storage sub-system of the solar thermal 

power plant. To simulate and study the performance of the 

hybrid system, a simulation model of the hybrid system, 

which consists of several modules /sub-models, is 

developed. In addition, a capacity configurations 

optimization model based on particle swarm optimization 

algorithm is proposed to maximize the economic 

performance. The results in this paper show that the electric 

heater can effectively reduce the wind curtailment and 

improve the overall system stability. The results also show 

that the hybrid system with bigger thermal storage system 

capacity and smaller solar multiple has better performance 

in reducing wind curtailment.  

[11] In this paper, author has presented an 

optimized design and performance of an off-grid solar 

PV/Fuel Cell/Diesel Generator power system for University 

building. The main objective of this paper is to design a 

power system with high renewable fraction; low greenhouse 

gas emissions, and low cost of energy. The goal is to switch 

from grid-tied fossil fuel power system to a renewable and 

cleaner power system. Hourly calculations were performed 

to test the power system performance and cost using 

optimization and control methodologies. The simulation and 

performance analysis showed that the proposed renewable 

energy system offers the best results. This paper also 

focuses on the design optimization of stand-alone solar 

PV/fuel cell energy system to power commercial building. 

Conventional fuel (coal and natural gas is the primary fuel 

used to generate electricity for buildings.  

III. PROPOSED & EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

In this section we discuss about the proposed model and 

architecture for the renewable energy sources solar and wind 

energy system. Here we proposed the hybrid model of solar 

and wind energy system. The solar system consists of two 

panel of 220 V each. In this model the proposed hybrid 

system measure the performance of wind energy and solar 

energy based on real data. The solar irradiance is from 6am 

to 6pm (12hours) and wind speed is from 6am to 6am 

(24hours). 

A PV/wind hybrid system consists of wind turbine, 

solar panels, controllers, battery and an inverter for either 

connecting to the load or to integrate the system with a 

utility grid. For analyzing the system performance these 

components need to be modeled individually. The accuracy 

of individual model components decides the accuracy of the 

entire system. The performance of hybrid systems is also 

dependent on the performance of its individual components. 

Figure 5 shows the complete simulation model of automatic 

micro grid model system. It contains the power GUI, 

universal bridge, multi meter and power scope etc. 

furthermore we used main block of Simulink is grid 

controller in which we used the solar, wind and battery 

system for the proposed experimental results.  

 
Fig 5: This figure shows Simulation model of automatic 

micro grid system. 
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Fig 6: This figure shows the proposed architecture for the 

solar PV system. 

 
Fig 7: This figure shows the proposed architecture for the 

wind energy system. 

 
Fig 8: This figure shows the window of Battery DC 

Converter. 

 
Fig 9: This figure shows the window of LC Filter. 

 
Fig 10: This figure shows the window of Mean Value. 

 
Fig 11: This figure shows that the out voltage for the solar 

system. 

 
Fig 12: This figure shows that the output of direct current 

voltage at grid side. 
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Fig 13: This figure shows the output of load voltage and 

load current. 

 
Fig 14: This figure shows the output of solar power. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The permanent increase in the energy demand is considered 

as one of the most critical issue nowadays. Besides, as 

conventional power sources are limited and have adverse 

effects on the planet, has necessitated an imperative search 

for renewable energy which causes no pollution of the earth. 

Current research contribution and day to day experience 

news show used of alternative energy sources either in 

standalone or grid integrated form. Between these 

sustainable energy sources, wind and photovoltaic can be 

considered as the most promising technologies to produce 

electricity. Wind power can be utilized using large 

generators to generate great power capacity. Also, solar 

irradiation can be utilized as Photovoltaic power. Both 

photovoltaic and wind have their own demerits as they are 

intermittent in nature and immensely depend on the climate 

conditions, besides photovoltaic energy can be utilized only 

during daylight. Therefore, integration of these renewable 

energy resources as hybrid system can be used for 

overcoming intermittency and provide high reliability to 

maintain continuous output power to electrical grid or rural 

areas. 
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